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This study ...las directed toward the deyelopment of a bist:?tole >;"211
attachment Flip-Flop device which was capable uf dire.ctiona.lly contro1
iele flow.

ling

The particles were transported by a fluid stream

which ...Tas under the influence of wall attachment.

The dominant criteria

in the development of the device was the achievement of the highest

recovery of particles at the active output, w'ithoLlt destroying the ,.;all
attach~ilent
1~le

of the: fluid stream.

experiment was conducted J.n several

d~st:Lnct

stages;

each of

which ",as conc0rned w:i.th ret le.ist one a::;p-cct of wa11 attachmeIlt or partj

cle flow.

Resul ts dcr-::'v2u £ro'.11 or.e tes t ':,,1;re used tu develop the

criteria for the next

experime~tal

arrangement.

TWo experimental models were constructed:

one of plywood with only

one attachment wall, and one of plexiglas which had two attachment walls
and was bistable.

The plywood model was used in testing wall attachment

and particle recovery as a function of the attachment wall angle.

From

these tests it was concluded that the optimum wall angle was 18 degrees

from the center line of the device.

Observations of particle action in

the plywood model led to the incorporation of additional features in the
plexiglas tllode!.

They were:

an extended nozzle, the elimination of the

separation bubble, and the development of smooth transitions at the
corners.
The plexiglas model was used to investigate optimum splitter
location, the effect of jet velocity on recovery efficiency, the effect
of vents on the performance of the device, and the performance of the
device using a water jet.

In the last stages of testing, moving parts

and additional output features were used in conjunction with the bi
stable device to improve the collection efficiency.

Some observations

resulting from the data gathered in the various tests include:
1.

The higher the jet velocity, the greater the wall attach
ment.

2.

The higher the density and viscosity of the. fluid stream
the gre8ter the recovery of particles at the active output.

3.

Particles with large inertial forces were controlled less
by the. attached jet stream.

[I.

The addition

0

f vents in the. device may produce greater

particle recovery.
5.

Th2 use of moving parts and variations in the output leg

design can produce lOa

p~rcent

particle recovery.

This study indicated that it was possible to control the directional
flow of particles with the bistable wall attachment device which was
developed.

However, the pure fluid bistable device could not achieve

100 percent recovery of particles.

The addition of

tr~ving

parts or

variations in output leg design can produce 100 percent recovery of the
particles.

The use of a bistable device could provide simplicity,

reliability and adaptability in transporting materials for industrial
processes.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study was directed toward the development of a bistable wall
attachment Flip-Flop devJ.ce which was capable of directionally control
ling particle flow.

The particles were transported by a fluid stream

which was under the influence of wall attachment.

l~e

dominant criteria

in the development of the device was the achievement of the highest
recovery of particles at the active output, without destroying the wall
attachment of the fluid stream.
In the last dozen years there has been increased development in
a new field of fluid control, which is known as fluidics.

~~ile

some

moving part control devices are considered under the term fluidics, it
is assumed that pure fluidics describes control elements which contain
no moving parts.

There are three major areas which are included in

fluidic control: l *
1.

hlalog

2.

Digital

3.

MOdulated carrier

Fluidic analog elements incompass such devices as vortex resistors
and proportional C>..ffiplifiers.

The output of analog devices, as defined

by their name, has a proportional relationship to the input.

Digital

elerr,ents on the other hand, have outputs defined only by a "I" or "0 11 •

*NmIF:!rical

ref,,~r2nc.es

superior to the line text refer to references

2
A "1" represents a presence of high flow and "0" represents low flow.
There are t'i.TO distinct classes in the digital family; namely, devices
which use wall attachment and devices which do not.

The phenomenon

of wall attachment will be discussed in some depth because it plays a
fundamental role in this study.

Modulated carriers include such devices

as sensors and signal generators and are not strictly considered fluidic
elements.

Excellent examples of the various industrial applications of

these different types of elements can be found in a paper by W. T. Rauch. l
The earliest recording of a most basic fluidic phenomenon, that of
wall attachment, is credited to T. Young on January 16, 1800, and is
known by some as the "Young effect."

2

Henri Coanda, a Rumanian engineer,

while working in Paris on one of the first je·ts, also recorded the
phenomenon of wall attachment.

He observed the fiery exhaust of his jet

attach itself to a metal deflector plate and destroy the plane's fuselage.
Subsequently, he patented a wall attachment device in 1934.

4

Wall attachment is now referred to as the "Coanda effect" and will
be described as such in the rero..ainder of this study.
Coanda IS work and its application is presented by

A brief history of

I~llants

Reba in a paper

titled "Applications of the Coanda Effect. ,,3
The development of fluidics was not undertaken on a large scale
until the late 1950's.

The Diamond Ordinance Fuze Laboratory, now Harry

Diamond Laboratories, in i\fashington, D. C., under government secrecy,
developed the technology necessary to produce fluid logic elements.
Many basic patents were issued to the men who were directly involved in
those studies.
The earliest applicatiolls of fluidics, and still one of the major
areas, is in the fleld of military use.

Fluidics is now being adapted

3

3

in many areas of control and logic systems.

Such companies as General

Electric. Corning, Bowles and Norgren are producing fluidic elements
which are capable of being integrated into control systems.
by D. C. Bain and P. J. Baker

5

in the

L~ited

A survey

Kingdom gives an enlightening

view of the diversified application of fluidics and also some of the
advantages in using fluidics.

They estimate the market in the United

Kingdom to be between 15 and 45 million dollars by 1975.
One of the key designs in fluidic logic is a digital eleDent called
a bistable wall attachment device.

This element incorporates the

"Cosnda effect" to produce a logic gate t>,hic9 has moderate gain and also
memory.

ReferrIng to the "lit and "0" output state.s, a truth table can

be constructed defining 01, 02 as outputs and Cl, C2 as controls.

AssUl.'Je

that there is a constant supply to the bistable Flip-Flop device.

Refer

Cl C2 01
001
100
000
o 1 1
o 0 1

02
0
1
1
0
0

to Figures land 2 to rela.te the controls to the outputs.

Note that a

control in a Flip-Flop device can change the output state and the output
st ate will remain cons tant even \7hen the control is removed.
A simple explanation of the "Coanda effect" Is given here.

A-B

a

jet sereaTJ (eith(;;\r gas or liquid) flows freely out of a nozzle, vorticics
are formed '"ihich entrain the surrounding fluid into the spreading jet
'as in Figure 3.

If this jet is near a wall, there is a restriction of

the fluid entrainment which creates a relatively
cl.iusing the jet to be "heIdI! or

a~tached

10\>'

to thz- vall.

pressure region
When the. wall is

angled away from the jet center line, as in Fig. 4, the centrifugal force

4

of the curved jet is balanced by the pressure drop across the jet.
Bourque and Newman

6

presented one of the first analyses of jet

attachment to a parallel off-set wall and an inclined adjacent wall.

.
ions h'~ps b etween geometr.i c
K. Fas t er and N. S • J ones 7g1ve
some b as i
c I
re at
parameters and wall attachment characteristics.

Work has been done in

the area of wall design, venting, pressure recovery and switching mechanisms
T. Sarpkaya and J. M. Kirshner,S S. Ozaki

by various authors including:
and Y. Hara,

9

and P. A. Lush.

10

Tnere is also a numerical analysis of

the "Coanda effect ll by S. P. Chavez and C. G. Richards ,II which gives
specific solutions to the Navier-Stokes equation.

A basic figure of an element capable of generating turbulent wall
attachment can be seen in Fig. 2.

Most industrial devices are under 2

inches by 2 inches by 1/4 inch in overAll
upon the particular manufacturer.

01lf"!::;jti""

t:iimensions depending

The sequence T,.lhich produced the truth

table can now be follm.,ed in Fig. 5.
Fig. Sa shows a supply jet attached to output 01.

wnen a contro!,

Cl, is introduced as in Fig. 5b, the "separation bubble" created by the
relative low pressure is filled by the flow from the control, and the
supply jet detaches from 01 and attaches tn 02

a~

illustrated in Fig. 5c.

If control C2 is activated (Fig. 5d») the process is reversed, and the
jet attaeh(!s co 01 "There it will remain attached.

With the introduction

of t.he vents, the bistable device \,1111 become lC3.d insensitive and 1:he
output

C<ln

be complec..:;lY blocked ;dthout cat1stng a.... uncontrolled switching.

The amount of flo'" necessary in the controls to sivitch the main jet
depends upon the particular device geometry, the Reynolds number of the
supply jet and the tolal supply flow.
The bistable wall attachment device developed in this study will

9

5

be referred to as a "Flip-Flop", this is consistant with the current
industrial definition.

The general application of a Flip-Flop is in

logic and control circuit design.

TIle output can be used as a control

function for other fluidic. elements, e. g., binary counters, or it can be
interfaced to produce a required action, e.g., piston movement.
The aim of this study was to gather and present information necessary
to produce a "Flip-Flop" on a dimensional scale much larger than is
normally being used in fluidic control.

This was done so that the

"Coanda effect" could be used to control the directional flow of solid
particles, which in essence constitutes a

dir~ctional

with no moving parts necessary to switch outputs.

diverting valve

This, however, did

not limit the design of the device to non-moving parts.

It was desirable

to use simple moving parts to improve the device performance as defined
by the percentage of particles recovered at the correct output.

These

moving parts \-;rere not used in lieu of the non-moving control.s, and are
not capable of switching outputs.

The study was concluded with three

modifications on the design of the device to produce an

elemen~

which can

perform the control function of a diverting valve ar,d still remain as
close to pure fluidic devices as possible.

6

SuPPLY

TRUTH TABLE
Cl C2 01 02

Cl .......--+----1

'0

C2

~~

1--0

100 1
000 1

o
o

01

0

I
0

1
I

0
0

02

S>~bol

of a fluidic flip-flop and its truth table

SUPPLY

j
CI
VENT

01

FiS..:.l.:.

02

Simple design representation of a flip-flop
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/

VORTICIES

-----')

FLUID
SUPPLY

)

__----- --'!"'I

v~--,

'1
./1

o

__- - 

-------
_)_
,

__

5~

ENTRAINMENT OF

SURROUNDING FLUID

Fig. 3,

Natural jet spread and vortice formation

FLUID

SUPPLY

Fig. 4.

~-

wall

attachmen~

to an adjacent wall

)--

'---'

8

s

A

C2

Cl

8

Cl

C2

01
FL~1 OUT OF

01, NO CONTROl.

B

02

CONTROL Cl 18 ACTIVE
FLOW OUT OF 02

C

C2

01

D

Cl

02

:F'LO\I OUT OF 02, NO CONTReL

01

02

CONTROL C2 IS ACTIVE
FLO"..1

~~

C2

1---'

out

OF 0 1

Sequence of controls and outputs used in producing truth table

CHAPTER II
GENERAL METHODS AND MATElUALS
The expedmental study consisted of gathering enough information
to produce a wall attachment device capable of controlling particle
flow.

It was necessary to carry out the study in several steps.

The

information gathered in the early analyses was lIeeded to produce the design
of the experimental apparatus for the

subseq~ent

study.

The first step was to verify that wall attachment could be induced
using a large nozzle and relatively high pressure.

The first piece of

experimental apparatus was constructed from plywcod and consisted of a
stationary right angle wall and a movable &djacent boundary wall as shown
in Fig. 6.

The model, with one stationary right angle wall and one movable

wall, was then refined to include a nozzle, shO\vn in Fig. 7.

The

information gathered was then used to produce a bistable device including
controls 2 and in the final stages, vents.
stationary angled boundary .,lalls (Fig. 8).

This device contains two
The model was constructed

from plexiglas to facilitate visual observations.

Both the

pl}~ood

model

and plexiglas model were used to study wall attachment and a130 the
parameters whlch influence movjng particles in an attached jet stream.
In the plywo:::>d Illodel, pressurized air was used to produce the fluid jet.
. In the plexiglas model, both air and ,vater were used to produce the
jet.

Particles used in testing were round in shape in order to reduce
the complexity of particle motion.

Two types of particles referred to

10
in this paper are styrene pellets and plastic beads.

The styrene pellets

have an average weight of 0.008 grams while the plastic beads have an
average weight of 0.261 grams.

Beth types of particles were near

0.3125 inches in diameter.

The last analysis was done with the plexiglas model and simple
roving parts.

This was done to produce an improvement in the device's

performance without reducing its reliability.

11

I
I
I
I

I
MOVABLE
ADJACENT WAI.L

-- - -STATIONARY RIGHT ANGLE
WALL
1-1--

i

NW

L'" 12"
'h'W'" 2. 25 tt

SUPPLY

!'.!g.

~.'

Large scale plywood wall attachment device
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MOVABLE
ADJACENT WALL
L

NL

1'\
I

T

.,

r~
"
I

w
L= 12"
2.25 u
~"W. 1 u
N1,. Iff

w-

SUPPI,Y

Fi&. 7.

terge scale plywood model with converging nozzle
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SPLITTER

02

01

C2

SUPPLY
A- 18 degrees
W"" 1 fi
wr,... 0.5"

m. =-

FiS- 8:..

Ple~iglal:!

2.75"

model with fixed walls and controls

CHAPTER III

DETER.."{INATION OF WALL ATTACHMENT AND WALL ANGLE

1.

INTRODUCTION

The initial experimental investigation was undertaken to ascertain
the feasibility of constructing a large scale wall attachment device which
will be capable of controlling particle flow.

The iwuediate area of

interest was to produce a device which would induce wall attao::hment.
II •

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The apparatus used in this investigation

~on~i8t~(I

b8::>ically of

a four foot by four foot piece of 1/2 inch A.D. interior plywood, catch
bins, screen. glass, air supply, a fixed wall and a movable wall (Fig. 9).
The four foct by four foot plywood acted as a base upon vlhich the
device was constructed.

The fixed wall and movable wall were mounted

in such a manner as to form a non-converging nozzle.

At a one foot radius

from the movable joint, catch bins were. const.ructed every five degrees
in relation to the straight line! of the movable wall as indicated in Fig. 9.
The outer edge of the catch bins, was covered \lith a fine screen
which permi.tted the passage of air, but not of particles.
was used as a cover for the catch bins and

pl}~ood

nozzle.

A glass plate
This allowed

visual observation while restricting the flow in the vertical direction.
The air supply tube was made of two inch plastic drainpipe with
a 1/8 tee tn the center.

1ne particles were introduced through the tee.

The tubing fits into the outer end of the plywood nozzle.

15

The movable wall was made of plywood with a flexible joint.

It

was held rigid to the base and parallel to the fixed wall up to the
flexible joint, which allowed the one foot movable wall section to swing
freely through various angles.

Wall attachment took place along the one

foot movable wall se.ction as illustrate.d by Fig. 10.
The catch hl.ns were numbered in such a manner as to be readily
converted into degrees.

For example:

1 indicates 5 degrees left of

the movable wall straight line, 2 indicates 10 degrees to the left, -2
indicates 10 degrees to the right of the straight line.
After constructing the described device, a method of determining
its ability to induce wall attachment was formulated.

This consisted

of dusting the output region with fine partictes, sawdust, which were
easily moved by the air stream and readily visible.
The movable wall was adjusted in steps of five degrees from a zero
degree angle to a sixty degree angle.
was dusted and the air turned on.

At

(~ach

position the outpnt :region

Readings were taken at the upstrzam

edge of the catch bins. and the extreme outer bins 1;.Jhcre particles
had been removed was recorded as depicted in Fig. 10.
III.

EZPEPJMENTAL RESULTS

Tne experiment was performed as described.
Table 1.

The results are in

As l.ndicated in. the table , 45 degrees uas the last point of

wall influence and 30 degrees "ras the last point of wall attachment.
Natural jet spn:ad at a distance of one foot was 20 degrees, indicated
by the last three readings in Table 1.

'Ihe 25 degree spread was caused

by a releasing of 1;·!al.l attachment but not of wall influence.

16

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiment indicate that it was possible to
induce wall attachment in a large model; however, the wall attachment
seemed to be weak as shown by the large angle of jet spread.

This

indicated a need to increase the pressure drJp across the jet stream.

17

CATCH BINS

STRAl('llT

LINE
MOVABLE
WALL

' - - - - - - - - - + + - - t - t - - . - - - - .......

SUPPLY

~

Experimental plywood model
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T...'\BLE I

JET SPREAD FOR NON-CONVERGING NOZZLE
AT ADJUSTED ATTACHMENT
WALL ANGLES

. ANGLE OF ATTACHMENT
WALL

EXTREHE CATCH BINS

SPREAD OF JET
(DEGREES)

(DEGREES)

w1-IERE PARTICLES
WERE REMOVED

o

-1 - -3

15

5

1 - -2

15

10

2 - -2

20

15

3 - -1

20

20

4 -

1

20

25

5 -

2

20

30

5 _.

2

25

35

6.5 -

2.5

25

40

4 - -1

25

45

3 - -1

20

50

2 - -2

55

2 - -2

"

20

60

2 - -2

II

20

Centered

Output was dusted to indicate stream flo\-7;

20

and the e>:treme

cat.ch bins where particles had been removed was recorded as shmm in

Fig. 10.
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CATCll !INS

1 2

3 4

I:;/
/
.-: ~~RtI~U~ .: :':1' /
. . blisr .... : '. :

.' . '.: ... '.. '. .'. :'I /
. . . ..iI.·..'. . . I
.. ' :' ....... . '

/

:: .: '. : .. ; ".: : ' .. '.::••:••

MOVABLE WALL

I

~ ~ WA;~TrACHED

.. '.. ...... .."..... ..... 1/ I
. .. . ,. ..

F~~~'~~L~

I

JET

I

• • • '. '. {

(

I

I
i

I

Ii

SUPPLY

PARTICLES HAVE ~EE'N REMOVED FROt{ BINS 4 TO 2 REPRESENTING
A SPREAD OF 15 DEGREES

fis.:..-.l.<!..:..

Example of dusted track experiment

CHAPTER IV

DETERMINATION OF NOZZI.E EFFECT ON WALL A'I'TACHl'1ENT

I.

INTRODUCTION

With consideration of the conclusions of Chapter III, the model
was changed to include a converging nozzle.

ibis increased the velocity

of the fluid j'et immediately before confronting the boundary ~va11 as
shown in Fig. 11.

This study was again concerned with wall attachment,

and also included an analysis of particle behavior in the following areas:
1.
c~rrying

The ability of a fluid jet to attach to a wall while

particles.
2.

Distribution of the particles being carried by Lhe attached

jet, at sOwe point downstream of the attachment point.
II.

METHODS AND MATERI.ALS

The apparatus used is the same as described in Chapter III; however,
a convergent nozzle has been added as indicated in Fig. 11.

Figures 12

and 13 show the refined model.
The first experiment was identical to the one run for a nonconverging nazzle tvith the movable VJall being placed every five degrees
from 0 degrees to 30 degrees.

The track was dusted as before and the

results were recorded.
TI1C

second part included a study of the statistical distribution

of the particle recovery.

The p.srticles u3ed were styrene pellets.

TWenty pellets were.. -~
introduced separately, approximately one every second •

21
·The movable wall was set at 0 degree and advanced to 30 degrees
in steps of five degrees.

At each position six runs were made.

Of the

six runs, three were made, each with 20 pellets, at one flow rate; the
other three were conducted at a higher flow rate.

The particles were

collected in the catch bins; the number of particles in each of the bins
was recorded.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Performing the experiment with the convergent nozzle, yielded
results sho'\>;'U in Table II.
shown by dusting the track.

These results indicate the jet spread as was
As

concluded in Chapter III, greater wall

attachment was realized by increasing the velocity of the jet.

The jet

spread was reduced to 12.5 degr(:.es and was maintained at this value up
to a wall deflection of 30 degrees.

At the larger deflection angles,

a larger air flm" was used to obtain greater wall attachn-..ent.

The natural

spread at a distance of one foot from the nozzle was approximately 20
degrees.

It was visually possible to detect the highest jet velocities

near the attachment wall.

See the velodty gradient in Fig.

fl.

Because wall attachment is constant and easily obtainable up to a
wall deflection of 30 degrees, the sequence involving particle flow
will be run for \.. . all deflections only up to 30 degrees.
the described experiment are shown in Table III.

The results of

A graph relating the

results of a non-converging nozzle and a converging nozzle are shown in
Fig. 14.
The greater the angle of the attachment wall, the less likely the
recovery of particles near the wall.

This is revee.led by a 71. 66 per

cent recovery of particles twenty degrees from the wall at a wall angle
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setting of 20 degrees, as compared to 40 percent recovery of particles at
20 degrees with a wall angle setting of 30 degrees.
The construction of the attachment wall differs from most commercial
designs in that there is no off-set as is indicated in Fig. 15.

This

rounding of the attachment corner reduces the separation bubble usually
associated with ".,raIl attachment.

Visual observation could not detect a

separation bubble in the rounded model.

This helps prevent circulation

of the particles in that region.
It was observed that there was an exchange of momentum between
particles and also between particles and the. walls of the device.

The

most obvious effect was that of particles bouncing off of a wall at the
nozzle and attaining large perpendicular angles relative to the jet
stream flow.

As shown in Fig. 16, this bouncins;!; action caused the particles

to become uncontrolled; in that they did not follow the directional
change of the attached jE.·t stream.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Referring to the experimental results, it can be concluded that an
increase in velocity can cause an increase in wall attachment.

It is also

clear that it is possible to control the direction of a particle by
entraining it within a jet stream which is under the
attachment.

of wall

It is evident that several design considerations must be

met in order to produce an efficient mouel.
1.

influenc~

The most prevalent ones are:

111e need for sufficient velocities to obtain strong

~.,all

attachment.
2.

The need to reduce sharp corners to diminish particle inter

action with boundary walls and vortex flow.
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3.

The need for an extended nozzle capable of reducing particle

4.

The need for wall attachment angles large enough to give

bounce.

discernible directional changes of entrained particles, but not so large
as to reduce wall attachment or allow the inertia of the particle to
break it free from the control force of the attached jet.
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¥ig~

Fig. 13.

12.

Plywood model with converging no zz le

Complete experimental plywood apparatus
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TABLE II
JET SPREAD FOR CONVERGING NOZZLE
AT ADJUSTED ATTACHMENT
WALL ANGLES

ANGLE OF AITACHMENT
WALL
(DEGREES)

EXTREME CATCH BINS

SPREAD OF JET
(DEGREES)

WHERE PARTICLES
"1ERE REM;VED

0

-1 - -2.5

12.5

5

1 - -1.5

12.5

10

2 -

1.5

12.5

15

3 -

2.5

12.5

20

4 ..

3.5

12.5

25

5 -

4.5

12.5

30

6 ...

5.5

12.5

-

6.5

12.5

35

*7

40

3 .. -2
*8 - 6

25
1.5

45

2 .. -2
*9 - 7

50

Centered
2
-2
..
-2.5
*3

20
27.5

55

Centered
2 .. -2
*3 - -2.5

20
27.5

Centered

Output was dusted to indicate stream flow;

20
15

alld the extreme

catch bins where particles had been removed wa,,,> recorded as shmVil in
Fig. 10.

*

Intia11y not completely attached but became attached with an

increase in the air flow.
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TABLE III
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION AT TwO FLOW RATES
AND ADJUSTED ATTACHMENT
WALL ANGLES
ANGLE OF ATTACHMENT
l.JALL
(DEGREES)

FLOW RATE

0

A
B

80.33
83.33

96.66
100

100

5

A

66.66
58.33

85
83.33

100
100

B

51.66
45

73.33
80

93.33
96.66

A

50

B

35

75
66.66

90
80

20

A
B

31.66
38.33

50
51.66

71.66
63.33

25

A
B

30
36.66

45

55

51.66
63.33

A

26.66

30

40

B

10
15

30

A

PERCENT RECOVERY IN
DEGREES FROM THE
ATTACHMENT WALL
(20)
(10)
(15)

A= 1 and 1/2 turns of the air valve
B= 2 turns of the air valye
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CHAPTER V

TESTING A BISTABLE WALL ATTACHMENT DEVICE

I.

INTRODUCTION

Relying on the data assembled in the earlier analysis it was
possible to construct a bistable device.

With this device, experiments of

optimum splitter position and overall device performance characteristics
were carried out.

The following aspects of wall attachment and ;article

control were investigated:
1.

The ability of the device to produce wall attachment and

to !:'espond tc c't'litching

2.

The optimum locati0n of the splitter

3.

The relation of particle density and particle size to device

performance.
II.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The bistable device was constructed of clear plexiglas plate
because it is easily machinable and can al1mv visual observation of particle
action.

The device was reduced in size from the plywood modfd.

This size

reduction made it more convenient to handle and also to obtain higher
velocities with the fixed air supply.

The physical dimensions of the

·device are given in Appendix A.
The model consisted of a n"zzle \,:;htch contains rounded corners and
two fixed angled attachment ""aIls; again, rl)unded corners were used to
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reduce the size of the separation bubble.

As indicated in Fig. 17,

there were two control ports which lie perpendicular to the nozzle and
enter just before the nozzle exit.
nozzle section was extended

i~

Figures 18 and 19 show that. the small

length to lessen particle bounce as noted

in Chapter IV.

The jet stream was produced by sending pressurized air through an
expanding nozzle.

This nozzle contained holes to allow air to be entrained,

thus increasing the total air flow.

A tee was placed directly after the

nozzle, through which particles were introduced into the stream (F:f.g. 20).
Following the tee was a long pipe section which help':!d to stabilize the
particle flow before it entered the attachment device.

Converting the

round supply tube to the rectangular device nozzle was accomplished with
the use of an adapter.

It was designed in such a manner that the

diameter of the pipe was reduced through a short nozzle.

insid~

The reduced

diameter, as shown in Fig. 20, was inscribed within the rectangular section;
therefore, there were no sharp corners.
The nozzle of the plexiglas ruodel was constructed with a square
section reducing to a rectangular section which had approximately one half
thearea of the square section.

This area reduction was utilized to act

as a venturi meter by drilling pressure taps lnto the channel.

These

taps were connected to a differential 1.rater manometer, thus making it
possible to reproduce a g:tveu air velocity and to calculate the total
air flow from the Bernoulli equation, as in Appendix B.
Once the splitter had
outputs.

be~n

placed. the device had essentially two

T'nc device performance was measured by the percentage of recovery

of partIcles at the output in ,o/hich the flow was actIve.
necessary to collect the particles from each output.

It vIas therefore

This was achieved
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by use of cyclone bins.

Fig. 27 indi.cates how the bins allowed for the

escape of air but not of particles, which rotated around inside the bin.
After the model was assembled, the testing was begun.
test was that of wall attachment.

The first

This was carried out without a splitter

and only a visual evaluation of the outcome.

Paper strips were attached

near the outer walls of the model to indicate if there was air flow when
the jet was applied.

The controls

~.,ere

tested to determine if the

attached jet would separate and attach to the opposite wall and whether
it would remain attached even after the control was removed.

No evaluation

of control flow to separation time was made.
The next test was performed to determine an optimum splitter
iocation.

The criteria used for determining optimization was based

on the achievement of the highest efficiency in recovery of particles.
TIle particles used were styrene pellets.

lbe styrene pellets were light

and could be easily entrained by the jet. thus requiring less force to
turn the corner.
The splitter was set in various positions beginning near the mean
line (Lhe mean line is the center line of the controls as shown in Fig. 17)
and moved farther away after each test run.

A test run consist.ed of

twelve sets of fifty pellets introduced several at a time into the air
stream.

The twelve sets \o,ere broken into four subsets; three sets at

one velocity Ot".t of output 01. and three cut
velocity.

f output 02 at the same

After the velocity was inereascd another three sets were run

for 01 and three for 02.
nu~ber

0

After each set. a recording "7as made of the

of pellets received by the active output and passive output.

The

splitter "las moved from 1.25 inches av.ray from the mean line, to a distance
of 2.1875 inches froU! the mean line.
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After evaluating the results of the above

test~

the splitter

was fixed in the optimlUU position for maximum recovery.
splitter fixed, another set of tests was conducted.
plastic beads were used a.s particles.

This time the

The jet velocity was now made

variable and six sets were run at one velocity; three at
at 02.

With the

Ol~

and three

The velocity was increased from the lowest velocity capable

of producing wall

attachment~

to the highest velocity capable of being

produced by the system, the latter was 8 inches pressure differential
on the water manometer.
III.

EXPERIfvfENTAL I:.ESULTS

The first test "Tas carried out as previously described.
applying the main jet, wall attachment v:as readily achieved.

By
It was

also shown that flow from the correct control "r0uld move the main
jet from one wall t" the other wall "Ihere it would attach.
pressure needed to cause switching was high.

The control

This indicated a low

pressure gain but a relatively high flow gain.
The second test involved the position of the splitter.

The

method has been described and the results are gi'len in graph form.
The first graph on Fig. 22, gives the percent recovery verses the splitter
position Hith a high flow rate (a differential manometer reading of
6.5 inches of water) for output 01 and 02.

Fig. 23 gives the same

results but for the lower flow rate of 3.25 inches pressure differential.
The third graph, Fig. 24., combines the averages of the first t"ro tests
to give the average device performance.

After analyzing the data

gathered in the above test, a splitter position of two inches from
the mean line was chosen for the remainder of this study.
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The third test was conducted to help analyze the inportan(!e of
the jet velocity to the percentage of particles recovered.

Fig. 25

gives the relationship between the particle recovery and the pressure
differential.

The largest pressure differential was 8 inches.

A

pressure differential of 2 inches was the lower limit; below that,
uncontrolled switching was observed.
As described, the outputs were open to the air.

This allowed

air to be drawn up the passive output because of the air entrainment
of the jet;

Particles which entered the incorrect output were often

returned to the jet because of this reverse flow.

As shown in Fig. 26.

the flO\v seems to be strongest against the splitter, and particles
passing near the wall were not often returned to the active output.
This returning of particles

VIa!':

nnt prp'TA 1ept' Yhpn transportin.g

heavier particles, because their forward momentum carried them through
the reverse flow.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the first test indicate that the device was
capable not only of obtaining \\'a11 attachment, but, also of being able
to respond to controls.
The graphical results of the second test as in Figures 22, 23, and
24 have several interesting points.

One obvious conclusion was that

because of the physical arrangement, the device was biased to
recovery at output 01, at both the high and low velocities.

8.

higher

A second

point of interest was the seeming valley and peak configuration of
particle recovery to splitter position. This sa,ne. observation on
.
7
pressure recovery was recorded in a paper by K, Foster and N. S. Jones ,
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although no explanation was given.

It may be possible that the

peaking was caused by the stabilized vortex location.
flow the vortices become fixed in position.

At a steady

If the splitter was in

such a position as to be located just at the bottom of a vortex, then

of

air

and a drop in wall attachment and particle recovery \wuld occur.

If

the outward flow of the vortex would restrict the entrainmer.t

however, the position of the splitter ,vas at the top of a vortex, the
air entrainment would be enhanced; thus, producing better wall attach
ment and greater particle recovery (Fig. 27).

This conclusion takes

into account the difference in location of the peaks between high and
low velocity.

The low velocity jet had vortices which stabilized at

different locations than the vortices of the high velocity jet.

was recognized that a splitter position of two inches from the mean
line was the only point where both the high and the low velocities,
and both output:;, are nearly equal in recovery.

This made t'w inches

the position of highest overall recovel:y efficiency.
Comparing the results of the recovery of the styrene pellets
at a pressure differential of 6.5 inches and splitter position of
t1i70 inches with the plastic be.ads at the same pressure differential
and splitter position, a 93 percent recovery verses a 58.66 percent
recovery

~1as

found.

Realizing that the only difference in the results

was the density of the particles, it can be concluded that particle
momentum plays an important role in determining how effectively particles
can be controlled by an attached jet.

As mentioned, the momentum also

prevented the beads from being forced back into the jet by the reversed
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flow in the passive output.
It was difficult to determine which is more important; a high
velocity for greater particle entrainment and greater wall attachment,
or a low velocity for smaller particle momentum.
found in Fig. 25.
lvas indicated.

An insight can be

At lower velocities, a relatively high recovery

A<> the velocity increases

~

tha momentum of the particle

overcomes the particle.entrainment, producing relatively low recovery.
However, as the velocity increases to a highe.r value, the wall
attachment and particle elu:rainment overcome the xoomentum and e,n in
crease in recovery can be realized.
From the results, one can conclude that vents should be added to
the device.

This would increase the cross flow of air as it is entrained

intn the jet stre8rn
in that the output could be blocked and no uncontrolled s'\vitching

would take place.

It would also be necessary to have vents if the

device is to be incorporated into a closed system; because
there will be no air available for entrainment.

oth~rwise
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CHAPTER VI

TESTING A VENTED WALL ATTACH}ffiNT DEVICE

I.

INTRODUCTION

The main emphasis here was on the effect of vents on the recovery
efficiency of the device
the vents were added.

.'l.S

compared to the results gathered before

Note in Fig. 28 the angle the vent forms with

the attachment wall; this reduces the possibility of particles be
coming lodged in the vent.
II •

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The. same device was used as before except for the addition of
the vents.

The vents are 0.1875 inches in diameter a.nd form a 75

degree angle with the. boundary wall.

They enter into the output leg

0.0375 inches downstream from the splitter apex (Fig. 28).

The test

device Has arranged as in Chapter V, and testings were carried out
with a set splitter location of two inches from the mean line.

Plastic

beads "Jere sent through the device at five different pressures.

The

testing was the same as described in Chapter V for velocity variations.
III.

EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS

After arranging the device for testing, it was found that the
vents were not capable of making the model load insensitive.

If flow

was coming from output 01 and this output was blocked, the flow was

i.

I

• I
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switched to output 02.

Even though the vents did not make the device

insensitive to loading, no alteration was made in the vents before
testing was undertaken.

The results are plotted on Fig. 29.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Because the testing of the effect of velocity on particles
recovered corresponded exactly to that in Chapter V except for the
addition of the vents, comparison of the results was possible.

As

noted, the .vented device was erratic in the lower flow regions; however,
it is significant to note the steeper slope associated with connecting
the last two plotted points.

It is indicated that higher recoveries

can be obtained with higher flow rates.

This is an indication of

greater wall attachment as well as increased lateral

flow from the

vent to the entrainment jet.
The device is now a complete elem.ent, capable of transporting
particles as well as specifying flow direction bet'Vleen t'V10 possible
outputs.
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CHAPTER VII

PERForofA.."~·l'CE

OF THE BISTABLE DEvtCE USING A WATER JET

I.

INTRODUCTION

This section Nas included to test the performance of the bistable
device using water and the influence of w"ater on the recovery efficiency
of particles by this device.

No quantitative measurement was made of

the flow rate of water through the device;

however~

it was much lower

than the flow rate of the air jet.

II.

METHODS AND M.'\TERIALS

The device used in this study \vas the same as described in
Chapter V. and did not contain vents.
by a water supply.

The air supply was replaced

The testing included a visual observation of wall

attachment as well as the ability of the device to detach and reattach
to the opposite output.

The recovery testing was done using plastic

beads, introduced as before, several feet upstream from the nozzle.
III.

EXPERIW2NTAL RESULTS

When testing the device in air, it was found that the attached
water jet could not maintain the vertical vIall necessary for flow
attachment.

This caused the jet stream to collapse into the lower half

of the output legs and divide fairly equally between each output.
By submergi.ng the device in water. i t was found that the device could

obtain a stable wall attachment and also be s\vitched and reattached to
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the opposite output.
Introduction of particles was also done under water, thus
eliminating air bubbles which could cause the device to perform
poorly.

It was found that 100 percent particle control was obtained

when using a water jet.

This can be roughly compared to a high 50

percent recovery range for the same particles using an air jet.
IV.

From these tests,

t~70

CONCLUSIONS

conclusions can be drawn.

The first is

that it is possible to obtain wall att.s!chment by using ,.;rater.

This

opens avenues for possible application of the device for slurry control.
The second conclusion is that water, whjch has a higher density and
viscosity than air, has a greater influence on particles than air.

CHAPTER VIII
MAKING A BISTABLE DEVICE MORE EFFICIENT FOR
PARTICLE FLOW CONTROL
I.

INTRODUCTION

The device developed at this point cannot attain 100 percent
particle recovery at the specified output using an air SLream for the
working fluid.

In industrial

application~

it may be necessary to have

complete control of the particle flow; therefore, three possible
alterations of the device were developed to increase the collection
efficiency of the device.

II.

METHODS A.l\iD }fA.TERIALS

The three designs include additional

fearu~es

but do not destroy the geometry of the device.

on the

devi~et

The designs "Io,'ere

referred to as:
1.

Lifted leg

2.

Blocked vane

3.

Guid lng vane

The names are indicative of the structural design of the additional
features.
The lifted

device was a momentum reducing arrangement which

was incorporated into the output of the device.

The addition of an

elevated leg at the upper end of the output, as :in J?ig. 30, accounts
for the name.
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The function of this device was to create a potential jcmp over
which the particle must pass.

There are two situations at which

the particles encountered the lifted leg.

One was when a particle

entered the inactive leg, and, the other was when a particle entered
the active leg.

Since there was flow in the active leg, the particle

had both its momentum and the force of the jet flaw available to over
come the rise in potential imposed by the jump.

The particle which

entered the inactive output had only its momentum.

Therefore, by

designing the legs to the correct height, the momentum of the particle
was unable to raise the particle over the jump_

Thus, the device

would transport only the particles which had entered the correct leg.
The blocking vane design incorporated the use of a moving part
and thus removed the device from the region of pure fluidics; however.
the moving part only directed particles and did not affect the centrol
characteristics of the device.

The blocking vane "las very simple in

design and had only one pivot point; thus it did not introduce any
serious operating problems.
Basically, the block.ing vane was used to block the particles
which have entered the inactive output.

lhe vane, as shown in Fig. 31,

was situated such that it pivoted at the apex of the splitter.

Flow

through an output forces the side of the blocking vane in that output
to rest against the t;;plitter '.Jall.

Because of the geometry of the vane,

the opposite side of the vane is moved to block the inactive output.
When particles entered the inactive leg, they were stopped by the
blocking vane.
~.]ith

The vane was designed so that i t did not interfer

air flow through the vents which was caused by the jet entrainment.

This entrainment flow helped to return particles to the active output.
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The guiding vane device used two moving parts of the simplest
form.

The guiding vanes 'Y7ere located at the sides of the nozzle and

were pivoted upstream from the control ports to guide particles into
the correct output.

Flow in an output caused one vane to be pressed

against the boundary wall of that output and the other vane to deflect
toward the active output.

Therefore, particles were guided to the

specHied active output.

Fig. 32 shows that the forces holding the

deflector vane in position were created by the pressure differential
caused by the fluid stream and the reverse flow in the inactive leg.
III.

EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS

Testing of the devices indicated tha't 100 percent of the
particles recovered could be obtained at the appropriate output.
This

\<las

true only when the devices were correctly applied.

In the lifted leg device, parcicles which entered the inactive
output which were not re-entrained or buunced back into the stream
did remain in the inactive output leg.
the particles

~-lhich

When the flow was switched,

had settled in the previously inactive oucput

were foreed by tr.e air stream to go over the jump.

For non-horizontal

applications, variations in the lifted leg design would be necessary
to ach:i.eve the same high performance.
Particles being transported in the blocking vane design some
times caused an uncontrolled switching to occur.

This "las prevalent

when heavy particles with high momentums struck the blocking vane, or
when a number of particles collided on the blocking vane at one time.
Particleslvhich entered the inactive leg, either bounced back into
the active stream, or were carried back by the air flow in the vent.
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No particles remained in the inactive output in this case.
The guiding vane device did not undergo uncontrolled switching.
Because of the guiding vane action. flow of large concentrations and
heavy particles could be controlled by the device.

The major problem

was that of switching.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Under controlled operating conditions, all designs achieved
100 percent recovery of particles at the correct output except in
the lifted leg design where some particles settled in the inactive
leg.
The lifted leg design was capable of transporting fairly uniform
particles.

If the device is used to transport several particles at

one time, the difference in momentum due to different masses may cause
the device to perform poorly.

Even if particles being transported

at anyone time are uniform. the height of the jump will be dependent
of their momentum and directly related to the gas velocity.

When

changing to a different particle, the leg height would have to be
adjusted.
The blocking vane device can handle a mixture of particles.
If, hOVlever, the loading of the air stream with particles should be
too he-<1\1' J uncontrolled switching Vlill occur.
The guiding vaue design, can handle the gre&tc.st variatior.. in
particles, loading conditions, and velocities.

This design would most

likely require higher switching pressures.
It is concluded that through design manipulation, a high recovery
device can be developed.

The addition of a simple moving part should not
\
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introduce serious maintainance problems.
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LIFTED LEG

DEVICE

Fig. 30.

Lifted leg device
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ACTIVE OUTPUT

Fig. 31.

Blocking vane device
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VENT

CONTROL
I

I

I

Fig. 32.

Guiding vane device

CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The experimental results indicate that the Coanda effect can
be used to centrol the directi.onal flow of particles.

There were no

substantial problems in developing a large scale device which could
obtain wall attachment and also be controlled as in a Flip·-Flop.
The major difficulties arose from using the attached jet to control
the flow of particles.
There are many parameters which infiuence particle flow in a
fluid stream; they include:

particle area, particle density, particle

shape, fluid density, fluid velocity, and fluid viscosity.

These

parameters are related to primary forces, such as:

particle lift,

longitudial drl'lg, fluid velocity gradient, particle

momentu~u,

transverse

drag and fluid momentulU.
The development of the plexiglas device minimized those forces
which dominate the fluid influence on the pHTtiele and maximized the
forces affecting the wall attachment of the fluid stream.
instances, the two aims were opposed to each other.

In most

Compromises were

made so that the device could perform both as a Fli.p-Flop and as

13

diverting valve.
The velocity of the fluid jet increased both the wall attachment
and the lifting forces on the particle.

It also increased the particles

inertial forces, which adversely effect the directional control.
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The mass of the particles being transported is related to the
volume of the particle and their density.
area, the larger the drag force.

The greater the particle

The higher the density for a given

volume, the larger the inertial forces on the particles.
One area which produced positive effects on wall attachment was
the use of fluids with high

densi~y

and viscosity.

However, in

application this has practIcal disadvantages.
Assuming that there was no control on the type of particle
being transported or the fluid being used as the working fluid, a
summary of design characteristics would i:nclude:
1.

Making the device physically large enough to transport

a specific particle

or be subject to erosion
3.

Inducing good wall attachment of

4.

Increasing the gain of the device without adversely

~he

fluid flow

affecting particle control .
. The step by step experimental development

or

the final plexiglas

model gives insight into some methods of achi.eving the goal of using
wall attachIl'ent to directionally

cO~ltl"Ol

particle flo,.].

The use of lifted output legs or simple moving parts, brings the
device into the realm of
It

~vould

r~alistic

application in industrial processes.

be possible to construct transportinG circuits utilizing

severa,l elements to control particle

flOH

to more than t'vo outputs.

Control logic could consist completely of fluid devices and thus
provide safe reliable operation within a given system.
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APPENDIX A

DIMEl-iSl0NS FOR TdE PLEXIGLAS DEVICE

Device

10.25" long
41t wide
1.5" high

Nozzle

I" wide
1" high
2.75" long
0.5" wide
1 tJ high

Throat

Boundary wall angle

18 degrees from center line

Splitter

18 degrees from center line

Controls

0.1875" in diC'.meter
enter at exit of nozzle

Vents

0.1875" in diameter
enter 0.375" dm.'nstream from
the splitter. apex
form a 75 degree angle with
boundary walls

Output legs

1" high
1" wide
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APPENDIX B

Fl,QT.-l RATE AND VELOCITY AS RELATED TO PRESSURE DIFl"ERENTlAL

The" Bernoulli equation was used to calculate the flow rate and
velocity through the plexiglas device for the pressure differentials
given below.
DIFFERENtIAL
IN INCHES WATER

VELOCITY IN THE
THROAT SECTION
FT PER SEC

FLOW RATE IN
CUBIC :IT
PER MIN

2

108

21.1

1.25

137.5

"- ""

4.5

162

31.7

6.5

194.5

38.0

8

216

42.3

PRESSl~E

'It:

.

0
./

